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Local description
Global description

Generated Image Snowy streetAt sunsetFlooded streetBlossom streetStreet in Manhattan

Prompt-to-Prompt Image Editing with Cross Attention Control, Hertz et al.
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Prompt-to-Prompt over a real image?
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“glasses”       “Joker mask” “...the park at sunset.” “park”       “desert”

Input caption: “A baby wearing a blue shirt lying on the sofa.”
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“angry man...”“... red-haired man...”

NULL-Text Inversion
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Text-to-Image Generation with Diffusion Models



Prompt-to-Prompt Image Editing with Cross Attention Control
Hertz et al.



Prompt-to-Prompt over a real image?
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1. Pivotal Inversion for Diffusion



Training of Other Approches
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Inference of Other Approaches
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DDIM Inversion

Without classifier-free guidance.

Not editable!

Original Inversion

DENOISING DIFFUSION IMPLICIT MODELS, Song et al.

Diffusion Models Beat GANs on Image Synthesis, Dhariwal et al.



And using classifier-free guidance during inference.

Using classifier-free guidance during inversion.

Original Inversion

DDIM Inversion



And using classifier-free guidance during inference.

Without classifier-free guidance during inversion.

Original Inversion

Good Starting
Point!
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Pivotal Tuning for Latent-based Editing of Real Images
Daniel Roich, Ron Mokady, Amit H. Bermano, Daniel Cohen-Or
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How to optimize?

Can we avoid fine-tuning the model?



2. Null-Text Optimization
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Thank You!

Code:
github.com/google/prompt-to-
prompt/#null-text-inversion-for-
editing-real-images

http://github.com/google/prompt-to-prompt/
http://github.com/google/prompt-to-prompt/
http://github.com/google/prompt-to-prompt/

